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TOOL KITS

Sprotek 82 Piece Engineers Tool Kit

Model Code: TC-PRO82

Features:
- 12pcs professional soft screwdriver
  - Flat screwdrivers 3.0x75, 5.0x75, 6.0x100 & 6.0x38mm
  - Phillips screwdrivers PH0, PH1, PH2
- Nut drivers 3/16 & 1/4
- T10 & T15 screwdrivers
- Vacuum cleaner set
- 6pcs precision screwdrivers 1.4, 1.8, 2.4x20mm & PH0, PH1 & PH2x20
- Digital multimeter
- Reverse action tweezers
- Flashlight
- 6” adjustable wrench
- Utility knife
- Quick heat soldering iron
- 7pcs folding hex key set
- 3 claw parts retriever
- Stainless tweezers
- Inspection mirror
- Brush
- 2pcs alignment tools
- 20pcs reusable cable ties
- Soldering wire
- Anti-static wrist strap
- 9.5” crimping tool
- Desoldering pump
- 4.5” diagonal cutting pliers
- 5” long nose pliers
- 5” flat nose pliers
- 5” bent nose pliers

Sprotek 145 Piece Computer Tool Kit

Model Code: TC-145

Features:
- 42 PCS terminals
- Pen knife
- Tweezers serrated inside point
- 5” long nose pliers
- 4 1/2” side cutter
- 6pcs precision screwdriver set
- IC extractor
- 3-claw parts retriever
- Mini flashlight
- Insulated tape
- 2pcs batteries
- Blow mold case

Sprotek 48 Piece Service Engineers Tool Kit

Model Code: TC-PRO48

Features:
- 6pcs screwdrivers:
  - Flat screwdrivers 3.0x75, 5.0x75, 6.0x100 & 6.0x38mm
  - Phillips screwdrivers PH0, PH1, PH2
- Nut drivers 3/16 & 1/4
- T10 & T15 screwdrivers
- Vacuum cleaner set
- 6pcs precision screwdrivers 1.4, 1.8, 2.4x20mm & PH0, PH1 & PH2x20
- Digital multimeter
- Reverse action tweezers
- Flashlight
- 6” long nose pliers
- 6” side cutter
- 6” linemans’ pliers
- Measuring tape
- Soldering reel
- Utility component storage box
- Hobby vise
- 2pcs needle file (round & flat)
- 3pcs soldering aid tools
- IC insertion-extraction clipper
  (for 8-48pin LCS)
- Electronic voltage tester
- Soldering stand
- Heavy-duty carry tool case

Sprotek 56 Piece Computer Tool Kit

Model Code: TC-56

Features:
- Reversible ratchet handle
- 5pcs Socket Set: 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”
- 5pcs socket set: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10mm
- 2pcs Slotted: 4mm, 6mm
- 1pc Phillips: PH1
- 1pc adaptor bit for socket
- 5pcs Sockets: 11mm, 10mm, 9mm, 8mm, 7mm, 6mm, 5.5mm, 5mm, 4mm, 4.5mm
- 5mm combination wrench
- 9” ratchet crimping tool
- IC extractor
- Soldering stand
- Part box
- Digital multimeter
- PU carrying case
- Battery
- Knife
- 3-claw parts retriever
- Reverse action tweezers
- Electronic tape
- Electronic voltage tester
- Blow mold case